Digital reconstruction of teeth using near-infrared light
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Abstract— Cone beam computed tomography has demonstrated value by offering enhanced conceptualization of features
of teeth in the 3D space. However, these systems require higher
effective radiation doses to image teeth. Previous research from
our group has used non-ionizing near-infrared (NIR) light for
diagnosing demineralization and caries in human tooth enamel.
However, use of safe NIR radiation for rapid, 3D imaging of
tooth anatomy has not been described previously. Here we
describe a optical setup to rapidly laser scan teeth ex vivo using
1310nm NIR laser diode. We also detail a novel process that uses
laser scanning to create stacks of images of extracted teeth, and
construct highly accurate 3D models. Our 3D reconstructive
models offer promising starting points to recover anatomical
details using pixel intensities within these images as projection
data to diagnose carious lesions, and can assist in providing
rapid and affordable technology-enabled early caries screenings
to patients.

I. I NTRODUCTION
NIR light is a promising research method for assessing
dental structures without using ionizing radiation. Tooth
enamel has a higher translucency to NIR light compared to
the visible spectrum, with a reported peak opacity at 1310nm
[1]–[3]. Tooth dentin scatters much more than enamel, but
retains some translucency [4]. Demineralization and caries
scatter NIR light and are highly visible when compared
against healthy enamel. Transillumination of teeth using NIR
light is a promising research method for assessing dental
structures without using ionizing radiation [1], [3]. Imaging
teeth using in a NIR reflectance configuration has also shown
promise for detecting caries in certain settings, but may be
constrained to latter portions of the NIR spectrum [5]. In
our own studies, we investigated the value proposition of
NIR dental imaging and state its potential as a screening tool
prior to radiography by construction and validation of lowcost, point-of-care near-infrared imaging devices to diagnose
dental caries, cracks, and demineralization [6], [7]. We have
open-sourced the construction and the algorithm of porphyrin
imaging device, and a cell-phone clip that can be used on a
mobile phone camera [8].
Imaging technologies that generate tomography and 3D
models of hard dental tissues have proven to be irreplaceable
in value [9]–[11]. Cone beam computed tomography (CBCT)
is a three-dimensional form of radiography and has seen
rapid adoption in recent years within dentistry [12]. CBCT
allows for the digital reconstruction of a patients teeth and
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jaw; however, CBCT generally requires a comparatively
higher dosage of X-rays than two-dimensional radiographs
[13], [14]. CBCT imaging is also limited by the resolution of
its voxel size, which can lead to circumstantial shortcomings
when compared to other imaging methods [15]–[17]. There
remains a need to develop the framework for a method that
can reconstruct oral anatomy without the use of ionizing
radiation, and to also computationally compensate for optical
phenomenon that hinder feature extraction.
To our knowledge, there has been no prior method that
utilizes NIR light in conjunction with an imaging scheme to
reconstruct and resolve dental structures on the macro-scale.
While various other techniques which produce tomography
in certain applications exist [18]–[20], the most widely
accepted framework behind conventional tomography are Xrays and the Radon transform. In this manner, cross-sectional
images can be derived from projection data. This is highly
applicable in medicine and also the operating principle behind the CT scan and its derivative, CBCT. In this report we
detail a novel reconstruction process for rapid laser-scanning
of extracted teeth on the bench to create stacks of images and
use these for 3D modeling. Using pixel intensities within
these images as projection data, these images and models
can be further used for visualizing the internal anatomy of
the tooth.. Our method is adaptable to other applications that
may benefit from a bench NIR reconstruction process.
II. M ETHODS
Sample collection and clinical evaluations: Five extracted sample teeth were obtained as remnants from patient
clinical procedures (no identifying patient data was recorded)
(Figure 1). Samples were debrided of residual tissue, washed,
and allowed to air dry. A clinician then evaluated each
sample in normal room lighting conditions. Four teeth had
unique carious features (evidenced by radiolucency on 2D
radiograph) either in the dentino-enamel junction (DEJ),
enamel or the dentin (Figure 1). A healthy fifth tooth served
as a control.
Radiographic imaging: A Planmeca ProMax 3D imaging system (Planmeca, Helsinki, Finland) was used for 3D
radiography of each sample. Samples were mounted upright
in wax during radiography. 3D radiographs were used to
confirm the location of the carious lesions on selected teeth
(Figure 1). A Heliodent X-ray system (Sirona Dental Systems, Bensheim, Germany) coupled with a Kodak RVG 6100
intraoral sensor (Carestream Dental, Atlanta, Georgia, United
States) granted 2D radiographic images of each tooth. A
Planmeca ProMax 3D imaging system (Planmeca, Helsinki,
Finland) was used for 3D radiography. In both setups, teeth
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were mounted upright in wax during radiography. A clinician
then evaluated carious features in both the 2D and 3D
radiographic sets.

Fig. 2: NIR transillumination: The tooth was placed in front
of a camera and transilluminated by a 1310nm laser and
imaged with a laser beam directed from the side passing
through the diffuser and the polarizer to the middle of the
tooth.

Fig. 1: Imaging of selected teeth. Whitelight (1st column),
2D radiographs (2nd column), cone-beam computed tomography (3rd column) and stereo lithography images (4th column). Red circles indicate approximate locations of caries.
First row of images show healthy tooth.
Clinical evaluation: A dentist examined all teeth and 2D
and 3D radiograph and identified specific clinical features
of diagnostic value. Each clinical feature was carefully
measured using MATLAB software (MathWorks, Natick,
MA) to calculate its area on the 2D and 3D radiographs.
Additionally, setting the stage height=0 on axis of rotation,
approximate location of caries (mm) was calculated for each
tooth that was imaged for comparison with reconstructed
NIR tomography images.
Optical setup: A laser beam was generated using a 1310
nm laser diode (Thorlabs, Inc., Newton, New Jersey, USA)
and an accompanying driver (Figure 2). The beam was
focused using a lens collimation package, and beam artifacts
were removed with an iris. The beam passed through a
custom rotating diffuser system to reduce laser speckle, and
then a 150 m aperture to reduce its spot size. The beam

was then directed orthogonally to the center axis of a rotary
stage (Thorlabs, Inc., Newton, New Jersey, USA). A TriWave
InGaAs infrared camera (NoblePeak Vision Corporation,
Wakefield, Massachusetts, USA) was positioned such that the
rotary stage was centered in-frame. A 1310 nm bandpass filter and polarizer were mounted on the camera lens (Thorlabs,
Inc., Newton, New Jersey, USA); the filter limited capture
to a narrow spectrum of light (Figure 2). Each sample was
attached to an insert that could be precisely and repeatedly
placed upon the center axis of the rotary stage. Because the
laser beam was positioned to intersect with the center axis of
the rotary stage, each sample can be illuminated at a point on
its approximate mid-line. By stepping the laser dots up the
midline, sets of vertical illumination images can be captured.
The distance between each vertical step point was 1 mm,
staring at the level of the rotary stage. At each vertical step
point, the rotary stage would complete a full rotation, with
the infrared camera attaining an image every three degrees.
Vertical stepping of the laser proceeded for the entire height
of each sample. Because of the non-homogeneity of the tooth
samples, the camera integration time was adjusted between
step points. For example, a thicker center section with a
large volume of dentin requires a longer integration time
than a thinner enamel section. Integration times were also
picked to avoid pixel saturation in images. Image collection
was performed with the polarizer rotated to its minimum
and maximum polarization angle, resulting in dual stacks of
polarized and unpolarized images for each sample.
Image capture: Automation of the image and stage were
done to save labor and time. Both were done via a MATLAB
script, which ran on a computer that was connected to the
stage and TriWave camera. Stage control was accomplished
directly via MATLAB input, but the TriWave image capture
was performed via robot mouse clicks. The mouse was
commanded to screen pixel coordinates and told to click,
release, or wait (to allow for the image to save or stage to
rotate). In the TriWave camera settings (Control dialogue),
Gain was set to 0. Integration time served as the exposure
adjustment mechanism in order to avoid pixel saturation.
Integration time was adjusted per tooth to avoid saturation.
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III. R ESULTS
Preprocessing: While the image stacks provided pixel intensities at various illumination modes for the samples, they
need to be correlated to 3D surface points. Stereolithography
(STL) models containing sample surface data were generated
from each DICOM using MATLAB. While a 3D model of
each tooth could have been obtained via a conventional 3D
scanner, we chose to generate them using the DICOM out
of convenience; these STLs contain surface data can be used
to model the tooth shape. The STL models were placed
in a virtual recreation of the optical setup in MATLAB to
simulate the incidence of the laser to each sample. The virtual
setup included real-life measurements of bench components
and perspective adjustments via calibration images; this aids
in the alignment of the rotary stage axis to the virtual axis
in the image stacks, ultimately improving the projection of
pixel data onto the 3D model of the sample. The end result is
a 3D model array with complementary surface pixel intensity
data.
Reconstruction: We used stacks of 2D NIR image collected using our optical bench setup for creating a 3D model.
For each tooth, we captured sets of 120 near-infrared images
at 1350 nm taken at 3-degree intervals on a rotating stage,
where a laser in a different vertical position illuminated
each image set. Real world distances between the stage,

the laser, the camera, and calibration points were measured.
We then oriented a 3D model of the tooth, captured with
CBCT, with respect to the camera and the calibration points.
The centroids of all the faces in a mesh were located to
approximate the surface of the tooth, and these centroids
were used for further operations on the 3D points. Random
sample consensus method (RANSAC) was used to solve
for the homography matrix, by matching the 2D and 3D
coordinates of the calibration points, that best transformed
the points in the 3D scene into the coordinate space of
the near-IR images [21]. For each angle of the stage, we
rotated the 3D model a corresponding amount and find the
subset of the 3D points that are visible from that angle by
using ray casting to check if each point was occluded from
the camera by the mesh [22]. We then transformed the 3D
points into the space of the image by multiplying them by the
homography matrix. Interpolation of the intensity from the
image for each transformed 3D point and mapping it back
to the corresponding point in the 3D scene was the last step.
This entire process was repeated for all angles and each laser
position.

Fig. 4: NIR 3D modeling of multiple teeth. 3D NIR model of
multiple teeth projected on stereolithography file. Heat map
indicates intensity of photons on the tooth.

Fig. 3: NIR 3D modeling of teeth: Left: whitelight photograph; Right: 3D NIR model of the tooth projected on stereolithography file. Heat map indicates intensity of photons on
the tooth. Green indicates point-of-impact of laser beam.

We were also able to find the projection of the laser
onto the 3D tooth model, identifying the point where the
laser hit the tooth for each angle and laser position during
collection of data. The angle-varying intensity information
showing each centroid’s interpolated intensity on its entire
corresponding face and cycle through each angle and laser
position is shown in one such 3D model of an extracted canine (Figure 3). While individual image stacks provide pixel
intensities at various illumination modes for the samples,
they were correlated to 3D surface points in order to reconstruct an interior geometry. STL models containing sample
surface data was generated from DICOM files of each tooth
using MATLAB. Each of the constructed 3D models was
carefully compared to the STL file generated by the CBCT
system for accuracy (Figure 4). The ability to reconstruct
these 3D models thus is an important accomplishment to
start recovering tomographic information of teeth.
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IV. D ISCUSSION
Diagnosis and classification of dental caries today are
almost entirely based on visual clinical assessments and 2D
radiographs. In addition, some indices recommend tactile
examination via probing to be performed in conjunction with
visual examination. Previous reports have shown inconclusive results with regard to tactile examination performance,
and a lack of information concerning the examiners training
and manner of using the explorer [23]. The International
and Caries Detection Assessment System, Nyvads, Decayed
Missing Filled are some of the methods used to classify
caries by severity based on visual assessment and a probe.
These approaches are time-consuming, subjective, manual
and often only identify diseases visible to the human eye
[24], [25]. There is an urgent need to develop valid and
reliable methods for caries risk assessment that are based
on best evidence for prediction and disease management.
NIR is preferred for caries detection compared to visible
light imaging because it exhibits low absorption by stain and
deeper penetration into teeth [26]. It is also noninvasive,
noncontact, and stain insensitive. Evaluated against 2D radiographs, NIR imaging has been shown to capture a higher
level of detail of demineralized and carious enamel [26],
[27]. Researchers have imaged teeth across the NIR range
and into the short-wavelength infrared range [28], [28], [29].
As current CCD and CMOS technologies have sensitivities
that extend into the NIR range [30], [31], some NIR imaging
is realizable with Indium gallium arsenide (InGaAs) infrared
cameras operating on wavelengths of 0.9-1.7 m such as the
one used in this study [32]. A small selection of market
devices utilizing NIR light are available for purchase, such
as the DEXIS CariVuTM (DEXIS, LLC, Hatfield, PA) and
Drr Dentals VistaCam iX (Drr Dental, Bietigheim-Bissingen,
Germany). These lack accurate, clinically validated imageprocessing algorithms, are expensive and only capture 2D
images, precluding their use by dentists.
In prior work [5], [33] and in our own investigations in this
study, we found that tooth hydration had a substantial impact
on the appearance of the tooth in images. Preliminary tests
revealed that a fully-hydrated tooth could appear substantially different if left to air-dry for only a few minutes. While
our imaging mode favored hydrated teeth for greater imaging
depth and improved lesion contrast, there was no practical
way by which the teeth could be consistently rehydrated,
especially during the automated image acquisition periods.
We therefore chose to image our teeth in dry conditions.
Oversaturation of pixels within images signifies lost data
in our research, so we selectively altered the camera exposure to avoid saturation from the laser light. However,
optical differences between the enamel and dentin and the
difference in material thicknesses in the tooth resulted in
images containing imbalanced contrasts. For instance, the
high optical channeling of the enamel would cause it to
appear saturated in images where the tooth was illuminated
level to its centroid; however, when exposure was shortened
to account for this, regions with thicker sections of dentin

would be indistinguishable from background noise. We chose
to avoid image saturation to acquire enamel anatomy at the
sacrifice of reconstructing dentin anatomy closer to the root.
To avoid this problem in the future, a possible solution could
be to image at multiple exposures and obtain partial datasets
from each, and combine the two resolved areas.
V. C ONCLUSION
Technology that generates tomography and 3D models
of hard dental tissues has proven to be irreplaceable in
value. While advancements in CBCT provide this capability
and enable dentists to draw more conclusive diagnoses, it
comes with increasing the effective radiation dosage to the
patient. Optical coherence tomography (OCT) and standard
NIR methods may provide potential solutions here. We detail
a reconstruction process for laser-scanning extracted teeth
on the bench to create stacks of images, We also detail a
novel process to construct highly accurate 3D models. Our
3D reconstructive models offer promising starting points to
recover anatomical details using pixel intensities within these
images as projection data to diagnose carious lesions, and can
assist in providing rapid and affordable technology-enabled
early caries screenings to patients. To our knowledge, this
is the first description of rapid 3D reconstruction of human
teeth using NIR laser diodes.
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